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Abstract
The Brauer–Witt Theorem states that every Schur algebra over a &eld K is Brauer equivalent
to a cyclotomic algebra. A central conjecture on the projective Schur group of a &eld is the
analogue of this theorem, which asserts that every projective Schur algebra over a &eld K is
Brauer equivalent to a radical algebra. The conjecture is so far known to be true in characteristic
p and for local and global &elds. The next natural class of &elds to test is power series &elds
over local and global &elds. In this paper we verify the conjecture for these &elds and more
generally for iterated power series &elds over local and global &elds.
c© 2003 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Let K be a &eld, Br(K) its Brauer group. The projective Schur group PS(K) of
K is the subgroup of Br(K) consisting of classes represented by a projective Schur
algebra over K , i.e. a &nite dimensional central simple K-algebra A which is spanned
as a vector space over K by a subgroup  of the group A∗ of invertible elements of
A which is &nite modulo K∗, i.e. K∗=K∗ is &nite. In this case we write A = K().
For example, symbol algebras are projective Schur algebras. Indeed, let A= (a; b)n be
the symbol algebra generated by x and y subject to the relations xn = a∈K∗; yn =
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b∈K∗; yx = nxy, where n ∈K∗ is a primitive n-th root of unity. It is easy to
see that  = 〈x; y〉 spans A as a K-vector space and K∗=K∗ ∼= Z=nZ × Z=nZ. In
particular, K∗=K∗ is a &nite group. It follows from the Merkurev-Suslin theorem
that if K contains the nth roots of unity, then PS(K) contains the n-torsion subgroup
of Br(K).
The most general examples known of projective Schur algebras (modulo Brauer
equivalence) are the radical algebras, i.e. crossed products A = (L=K; G; ) with G =
G(L=K) and L a Galois radical extension of K , i.e. L = K(T ), where T is a sub-
group of L∗ such that T=K∗ is &nite, and furthermore ∈H 2(G; L∗) has a repre-
sentative 2-cocycle with values in T . If {ug: g∈G} is a system of representatives
of G which span A over L, then the subgroup  of A∗ generated by {ug: g∈G}
and T is &nite mod K∗ and A = K(). (Note that symbol algebras are radical al-
gebras.) We have conjectured [2,4] that every projective Schur algebra over K is
Brauer equivalent to a radical (even abelian, i.e. L=K abelian) algebra over K , for
every &eld K . This is the analogue of the Brauer–Witt theorem on Schur algebras.
What this conjecture does is to provide a nice cohomological description of PS(K). It
is equivalent to the statement that PS(K) is the image of the canonical cohomology
map
H 2(G(K(T )=K); Ts)→ H 2(GK; K∗s ) ∼= Br(K)
where Ts is the subgroup of K∗s consisting of all elements having &nite order modulo
K∗. This conjecture was proved for char(K) 	= 0 in [5], where the main ingredient
in the proof is that every element in PS(K) (in any characteristic) has the exponent
reduction property [5]: if [A]∈PS(K) and resKKcyc [A] has order n, then K contains the
nth roots of unity. In [5] it was proved that if char(K) 	= 0, and [A]∈Br(K) has the
exponent reduction property, then A is Brauer equivalent to a radical abelian algebra,
proving the conjecture for &elds of characteristic not zero.
In characteristic zero, the exponent reduction property for an element [A]∈Br(K)
does not imply [A]∈PS(K). An example is given below. In characteristic zero the
conjecture has been proved for local and global &elds [8]. In this paper we prove the
conjecture for iterated power series &elds over local and global &elds of characteristic
zero.
2. Projective Schur algebras and radical abelian algebras
Lemma 2.1. Let F be a 3eld, Fab its maximal abelian extension. Let E; E′; L be 3elds
intermediate between F and Fab such that E ⊂ E′. Then
EL ∩ E′ = E(L ∩ E′):
Proof. For any intermediate &eld E between F and Fab let X (E) := Hom(G(E=F);Q=
Z), the (continuous) character group of G(E=F), which can be identi&ed with the sub-
group of X (Fab)=Hom(G(Fab=F);Q=Z) consisting of all characters of G(Fab=F) which
vanish on G(Fab=E). By (in&nite) Galois theory and duality, E → X (E) is a one to one
correspondence between intermediate &elds E and subgroups of X (Fab). Hence for any
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two intermediate &elds E; E′, we have
(i) E ⊆ E′ ⇔ X (E) ⊆ X (E′).
(ii) X (EE′) = X (E)X (E′).
(iii) X (E ∩ E′) = X (E) ∩ X (E′).
Suppose now E ⊂ E′; L are intermediate &elds between F and Fab. By Dedekind’s
identity,
X (E)X (L) ∩ X (E′) = X (E)(X (L) ∩ X (E′);
so by (ii),(iii),
EL ∩ E′ = E(L ∩ E′):
As in earlier results on projective Schur algebras, splitting &elds play a crucial role.
Let kradab denote the maximal radical abelian extension of k. kradab is the composite
of the maximal cyclotomic extension of k and the maximal Kummer extension of k
[3, Proposition 2.1].
Lemma 2.2. Let k be any 3eld, kab its maximal abelian extension. Then
k((t))radab ∩ kabk((t)) = kradabk((t)):
Proof. ⊇ is obvious. For the opposite inclusion, let Fcyc, Fkum denote the maximal
cyclotomic and Kummer extensions of a &eld F , respectively. Clearly k((t))cyc =
kcyck((t)). By [3, Proposition 2.1],
k((t))radab = k((t))cyck((t))kum = kcyck((t))k((t))kum = kcyck((t))kum:
By Lemma 2.1,
kcyck((t))k((t))kum ∩ kabk((t)) = kcyck((t))(k((t))kum ∩ kabk((t))):
This reduces the proof to showing that k((t))kum ∩ kabk((t)) = kkumk((t)). This is
clear.
Theorem 2.3. Let k be any 3eld, and let K = k((t)), the 3eld of formal power series
over k. Then every projective Schur algebra over K is split by kradabK .
Proof. Let A = K() be a projective Schur algebra over K ,  &nite modulo K∗. By
[2] we may assume A reduced, i.e., for every subgroup H of  with ′ ⊆ H ⊆ 
(′ is the commutator subgroup of ), the subalgebra K(H) is simple. Consider the
family of such subgroups H having the additional properties that the center of K(H)
is contained in (the constant extension) kradabK and that kradabK splits K(H). To show
that this family is nonempty, we claim that H = ′ is a member of this family. This
claim follows from the Brauer splitting theorem by a standard argument, which we will
give here for the bene&t of the reader. Indeed, since  is center-by-&nite, ′ is &nite
[9, p. 443], and K(′) is a homomorphic image of the group algebra K′, hence a
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homomorphic image of K′ := K′=rad(K′). The Brauer splitting theorem [7,
pp. 385, 418] says that there exists a cyclotomic extension E of K which splits K′,
i.e. K′ ⊗K E ∼=
⊕
i∈I Mri(E), a direct sum of matrix algebras over E. On the other
hand, K′ is a direct sum of simple algebras: K′ ∼=⊕j Aj, so K′⊗K E=
⊕
j Aj⊗K E.
Since K(′) ∼= some Aj, it follows that Aj ⊗K E=K(′)⊗K E ∼=
⊕
i∈I1 Mri(E), where
I1 ⊂ I . Let F =Z(K(′)). Now Z(K(′)⊗K E)=F ⊗K E on the one hand, and on the
other hand, Z(
⊕
i∈I1 Mri(E)) =
⊕
i∈I1 E. Now F ⊗K E ∼= direct sum of copies of FE,
where FE denotes the composite of F and E in an algebraic closure of K . (Note that
F is Galois (even abelian) over K by [2, Lemma 2.2], and so is E, being a cyclotomic
extension of K .) It follows that F ⊆ E and E splits K(′). Now E, being a cyclotomic
extension of K , is contained in kradabK , proving that ′ is a member of the family.
Let H be a subgroup of  in this family. Let L = Z(K(H)) and let Hˆ be the
centralizer of L in . Clearly H ⊆ Hˆ , and L ⊆ Z(K(Hˆ)).
Claim. L = Z(K(Hˆ)). Indeed, let Lˆ = Z(K(Hˆ)).  acts on H by conjugation, hence
on K(H), hence on Z(K(H)) = L, hence on Hˆ , on K(Hˆ) and on Z(K(Hˆ)) = Lˆ. By
de&nition, =Hˆ acts faithfully on L and the &xed sub&eld is K = Z(K()). It follows
that L=K is Galois with group ∼= =Hˆ . Since  acts also on Lˆ ⊇ L, the kernel of
this action ⊆ Hˆ . On the other hand, Hˆ acts trivially on Lˆ by de&nition, so =Hˆ acts
faithfully on Lˆ as well, with &xed &eld K , so Lˆ=K is also Galois with group =Hˆ . It
now follows from L ⊆ Lˆ that L= Lˆ, proving the claim.
Lemma 2.4 (Aljade( and Sonn [5, Proposition 2.3]). K()⊗K L is Brauer equivalent
to K(Hˆ).
To complete the proof of Theorem 2.3, it therefore suLces to prove that K(Hˆ)
is split by kradabK for some H in the family. Now assume that K(H) is maximal
in the family. We will prove that K(Hˆ) = K(H), which gives the desired result. By
the Factorization Lemma [5, Lemma 2.6], since K(Hˆ); K(H) have the same center L,
K(Hˆ) =K(H)⊗L L(T ), where T is a subgroup of HˆK(H)∗ and T=L∗ is &nite abelian.
We claim L(T ) = L, as desired. Assume L(T ) 	= L. Since T=L∗ is abelian, we may
write it as a direct product of cyclic groups of prime power order. Fix one of these
primes p and write the p-primary component of T=L∗ as
⊕
i Z=priZ, r1¿ r2¿ · · ·.
Choose generators Mgi of order pri with representatives gi ∈T . The commutator (gi; gj)=
g−1i g
−1
j gigj=*ij ∈L∗, and we have *ij=g−1i ggji =g−gij gj so ggji =*ijgi and g−gij =*ijg−1j .
For any n, g
gnj
i = *
n
ijgi; in particular, *
pri
ij = 1 and similarly *
prj
ij = 1. Hence *ij is a
primitive psij th root of unity, with sij6 ri; rj. Re&ne the ordering of the gi so that if
r1 = · · ·= re, then s12¿ s13¿ · · ·¿ s1e. Claim r1 = r2; if r1 ¿r2 then gp
r1−1
1 commutes
with all g2; g3; : : : : (For representatives hi ∈T of elements of order prime to p, the above
argument shows that gi; hj commute ∀i; j.) But then gp
r1−1
1 ∈Z(L(T ))=L, contradiction.
So r1 = r2. Claim s12 = r1. If not, then by the same argument, g
pr1−1
1 commutes with
g2; g3; : : : ; contradiction. Then the relations g
pr1
1 = a, g
pr1
2 = b, a; b∈L∗, g2g1 = g1g2,
 a primitive pr1 th root of unity in L, imply that L〈g1; g2〉 is a symbol algebra (a; b)
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over L. Consider an element x of the form x = gi1g
j
2, 06 i; j ¡p
r1 . x∈T ⊆ HˆK(H)∗
so x = hu with h∈ Hˆ , u∈K(H)∗. Then the subalgebra B = K(〈H; x〉) = K(〈H; h〉)
of K(Hˆ), which is isomorphic to K(H) ⊗L L(x), has center Z(B) = L(x). Since B
is a simple algebra by the reduction assumption, L(x) is a &eld. We want to show
that x can be chosen so that L(x) is contained in kradabK . Now  acts on 〈H; h〉 by
conjugation (〈H; h〉 contains ′), hence on B, hence on its center L(x), with &xed &eld
K . In particular, L(x) is Galois over K . Since H1 := 〈H; h〉 is &nite mod K∗, we
have by [3, Theorem 1.3], L(x) is contained in a radical extension of K , and since
G(L(x)=K) ∼= =Hˆ 1 with Hˆ 1 ⊇ H1 ⊇ H ⊇ ′, L(x) is an abelian extension of K . Thus
L(x) is contained in a radical abelian extension of K [3, Proposition 2.1]. If we can
show that x can be chosen so that L(x) is a constant extension of K , then by Lemma
2.2, L(x) would be contained in kradabK . Since moreover K(H) is split by kradabK , it
would also follow that B=K(H)⊗K L(x) is split by kradabK . This would put B in the
family de&ned above, contradicting the maximality of K(H), which would complete the
proof.
First consider x1 := g
pr1−1
1 , so x
p
1 = a∈L∗. If a is a unit mod L∗p, then L(x1) is a
constant extension of L, so we take x= x1 and we are done. (t is a uniformizer for L
since L ⊂ kradabK is a constant extension of K). If not, then a= uti with pAi, u a unit
in L. Next, try x2 := g
pr1−1
2 , x
p
2 = b. If b is a unit, we are done. If not, then b = vt
j,
v a unit in L, pAj. Let ki ≡ j (mod p). Then (x−k1 x2)p = a−kb = u−k t−ikvtj ≡ u−kv
(mod L∗p). We therefore take x = x−k1 x2 and we are done.
In what follows, we will use the notation Br(k)′ to denote Br(k) if char(k) = 0
and the subgroup of Br(k) consisting of all elements of order prime to char(k) if
char(k) 	= 0. We de&ne PS(k)′ in the same way.
Lemma 2.5. Let F be any 3eld of characteristic p¿ 0 and let .∈PS(F)′. Then .
may be represented by a projective Schur algebra F() where =F∗ is of order prime
to p. In particular (=F∗)ab is of order prime to p.
Proof. Let us give here a short proof using the explicit description of projective Schur
classes over &elds of positive characteristic. (A more elementary but longer proof can
be given too.) By [5], the element . is represented by a product of symbol algebras and
at most one crossed product (L=F; C; a) where L=F is cyclotomic (and hence cyclic),
a∈F∗. Now symbol algebras are twisted group algebras F(Z=nZ× Z=nZ) and since
the symbol algebra construction requires the presence of primitive nth roots of unity
in k, it follows that n is prime to p. In particular each symbol is a p′-algebra, i.e.
an algebra of exponent prime to p. Let .0 be the element in PS(F) represented by
(L=F; C; a). Note that since . is of p′ order (i.e. of order prime to p), .0 is of p′ order
as well. We need to show that .0 is represented by a projective Schur algebra F(T ),
where T=F∗ is of p′ order. To see this observe that the maximal (cyclic) subextension
L0=F of L=F of p′ degree splits .0, so the algebra (L0=F; C0 =G(L0=F); a), which also
represents .0, is isomorphic to F(T ), where T=F∗ is a homomorphic image of a group
of p′ order, namely a semidirect product of 〈0〉 and C0, where 0 is a root of unity
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such that L0 = F(0). Finally, in the tensor product of (L0=F; C; a) with the symbol
algebras we can easily &nd a spanning group  whose order modulo F∗ is p′.
Proposition 2.6. Let k be any 3eld, k((t)) the power series 3eld. Suppose ∈Br(k)′
and reskk((t))()∈PS(k((t)))′. Then ∈PS(k)′.
Proof. Let R = k((t))() be a projective Schur algebra representing reskk((t))(). The
group  spans R as a vector space over k((t)) and is &nite modulo k((t))∗. By Lemma
2.5, we may assume that k((t))∗=k((t))∗ is of order prime to p=char(k) if char(k) 	=
0. Consider the central extension
1→ k((t))∗ → k((t))∗ → k((t))∗=k((t))∗ = G → 1:
Denote by z ∈H 2(G; k((t))∗) the associated cohomology class. This gives a surjective
k((t))-algebra homomorphism
2 : k((t))zG → k((t))(); (∗)
where k((t))zG denotes the twisted group algebra. By the Universal CoeLcient Theo-
rem there is a split exact sequence
1→ Ext(Gab; k((t))∗) inf→H 2(G; k((t))∗)→ Hom(M (G); k((t))∗)→ 1;
where inf denotes the inOation map and M (G) denotes the Schur multiplicator H2(G;Z)
of G. Since the sequence splits, the element z can be written as z = u+ v where u=
inf (b)∈H 2(G; k((t))∗). Moreover it is known that the splitting is natural with respect
to k((t))∗ and so, since the values of the homomorphisms in Hom(M (G); k((t))∗) are
roots of unity (and in particular lie in k∗) we can take a complementary element v
with &nite values, and in particular in k∗. The strategy will be to extend the &eld
k((t)) to k(( n
√
t)) so that the class in H 2(G; k(( n
√
t))∗) corresponding to u may be
represented by a 2-cocycle with values in k∗ (rather than k((t))∗). It suLces to show
that b, as an element of Ext(Gab; k((t))∗), when extended to k(( n
√
t)), comes from
Ext(Gab; k∗). This immediately reduces to the case Gab cyclic of order n, in which
Ext(Gab; k((t))∗) = k((t))∗=(k((t))∗)n. We use the structure of the units of k((t)):
k((t))∗ = k∗ × 〈t〉 × U1
where U1 denotes the group of 1-units. Since Un1 =U1 for any positive integer n prime
to p, we have for any such n,
k((t))∗=k((t))∗n ∼= k∗=k∗n × 〈t〉=〈tn〉:
Taking n = exp(Gab) and passing to the larger &eld k(( n
√
t)) ∼= k((t)), we see that b
is represented by an element of k∗. It follows that k(( n
√
t))zG = kzG ⊗k k(( n
√
t)):Now
extension of scalars gives a surjective map
21 : k((
n
√
t))zG = kzG ⊗k k(( n
√
t))→ k(( n√t))():
We claim that the image 21(kzG) is projective Schur over k and that
21(kzG)⊗k k(( n
√
t)) = k(( n
√
t))():
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The theorem will now follow from
reskk(( n√t))(21(k
zG)) = resk((t))
k(( n
√
t))
· reskk((t))() = reskk(( n√t))()
and the fact that resk
k(( n
√
t))
is injective.
We now prove the claim. We show &rst that (21(kzG)) is central simple over k.
Note that every central idempotent of (21(kzG)) is a central idempotent in k(( n
√
t))()
and hence primitive. Hence (21(kzG)) is simple. If the center of (21(kzG)) is k ′ then
k ′(( n
√
t)) ⊂ Z(k(( n√t))()) = k(( n√t)) so that k ′ ⊂ k and therefore (21(kzG)) is pro-
jective Schur over k. To see the second part of the claim note that the embeddings of
21(kzG) and k(( n
√
t)) in k(( n
√
t))() give a surjective map
21(kzG)⊗k k(( n
√
t))→ k(( n√t))():
This map is an isomorphism since 21(kzG)⊗k k(( n
√
t)) is simple.
Theorem 2.7. (1) Let k be any 3eld, k((t)) the formal power series 3eld. Then
PS(k((t)))′ ∼= PS(k)′ ⊕ Hom(G(kradab=k);Q=Z)′:
((−)′ denotes the prime-to-p part of (−) when char(k) = p 	= 0.)
(2) If k is perfect, then
PS(k((t))) ∼= PS(k)⊕ Hom(G(kradab=k);Q=Z):
Proof. (1) By Witt’s theorem [10, p. 187, Exercise 3] we have
Br(k((t)))′ ∼= Br(k)′ ⊕ Hom(Gk; Q=Z)′;
where Gk is the absolute Galois group of the &eld k. Let us describe the isomor-
phism: an element in Br(k)′ gives an element in Br(k((t)))′ simply by tensoring with
k((t)) over k. A character  :Gk → Q=Z determines a &nite cyclic (constant) extension
l((t)) of k((t)). The character  corresponds to the cyclic algebra (l((t))=k((t)); 7; t).
Clearly the image of PS(k((t)))′ under this isomorphism (which we will identify with
PS(k((t))′) contains PS(k)′ ⊕ Hom(G(kradab=k);Q=Z)′. In the opposite direction, let
[A]∈Br(k)′,  ∈Hom(Gk;Q=Z)′ with
reskk((t))[A]⊕  ∈PS(k((t)))′:
By Theorem 2.3,
resk((t))kradabk((t))(res
k
k((t))[A]⊕  ) = 0:
Now since kradabk((t))=k((t)) is a constant extension, res
k((t))
kradabk((t))
preserves the direct
sum:
resk((t))kradabk((t))(res
k
k((t))[A]⊕  ) = resk((t))kradabk((t))reskk((t))([A])⊕ res
k((t))
kradabk((t))
( )
hence
resk((t))kradabk((t))res
k
k((t))([A]) = res
k((t))
kradabk((t))
( ) = 0:
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But resk((t))kradabk((t))( )=0⇒  ∈Hom(G(kradab=k);Q=Z)′ since a character  is split by
a constant extension lk((t)) if and only if the cyclic extension de&ning  is contained
in l. In particular,  ∈PS(k((t)))′. Therefore reskk((t))([A])∈PS(k((t)))′. By Proposition
2.6, [A]∈PS(k)′. This proves 1.
(2) We may assume char(k) = p 	= 0 and we need only prove the assertion for the
p-primary components. By Witt’s theorem [10, p. 186],
Br(k((t))) ∼= Br(k)⊕ Hom(Gk; Q=Z):
Since the p-power map is an automorphism of k (k is perfect of characteristic p),
Br(k)p=0. Hence Br(k((t)))p∼=Hom(Gk; Q=Z)p. Using Theorem 2.3 again, PS(k((t)))p∼= Hom(G(kradab=k);Q=Z)p as desired.
Note. Theorem 2.7 is used to prove [6, Theorem 1.2]. We take this opportunity to
point out that the use of Theorem 2.7 in [6] as it stands is valid only in character-
istic zero. However it is easy to modify the proof and the use of Theorem 2.7 for
characteristic p.
As mentioned in the introduction, for &elds K of characteristic not zero, every ele-
ment of PS(K) is represented by a radical abelian algebra. We now have the following
result for characteristic zero.
Corollary 2.8. Let k be a 3eld of characteristic zero, k((t)) the formal power series
3eld. If every element of PS(k) is represented by a radical (resp. radical abelian)
algebra, then the same holds for PS(k((t))).
Proof. Clearly every element of Hom(G(kradab=k);Q=Z) is represented by a radical
abelian algebra. Hence if every element of PS(k) is represented by a radical (resp.
radical abelian) algebra, then so is every element of PS(k((t))) by the preceding the-
orem, in view of the fact that the tensor product of radical (resp. radical abelian)
algebras is Brauer equivalent to a radical (resp. radical abelian) algebra.
Theorem 2.9. If k is a local 3eld or a global 3eld, then every projective Schur algebra
over an iterated power series 3eld k((t1)) · · · ((tn)) is Brauer equivalent to a radical
abelian algebra.
Proof. If char(k) = 0, the result follows immediately from the preceding corollary. If
char(k) 	= 0, the result holds because (as mentioned above) it holds for any &eld of
characteristic not zero [5].
3. Exponent reduction
If K is any &eld, then as in the introduction, PS(K) ⊆ ER(K), where ER(K) is the
subgroup of Br(K) consisting of classes with the exponent reduction property. As an
application of Theorem 2.3 above, we will give an example of PS(K) 	= ER(K). On
the other hand, PS(K) = ER(K) if char(K) 	= 0 [5].
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Example 3.1. Let k=Q(x;
√−1− x2) be the function &eld of the conic x2+y2+1 over
Q, and set K = k((t)). Since −1 is a sum of two squares in k, the quadratic extension
k(
√−1) embeds into a cyclic extension ‘=k of degree 4 [1, p. 207]. Set L=‘((t)) and
consider the cyclic algebra A=(L=K; 7; t). We claim that [A] has the exponent reduction
property but is not in PS(K). Since L contains K(
√−1), it is clear that A ⊗K Kcyc
has exponent dividing 2, so A has the exponent reduction property. On the other hand,
by Theorem 2.3, if [A] were in PS(K), then A would be split by kradabk((t)). But A
(being a “character”) is split by kradabk((t)) if and only if ‘ ⊆ kradab. If this were
the case, then since
√−1 	∈ k, k(√−1) would be contained in a &eld ‘′ such that
‘′ ⊆ kcyc = kQcyc, with ‘′=k cyclic of degree 4. But k is a regular extension of Q,
so this would imply that Q(
√−1) is contained in a cyclic degree 4 extension of Q,
which is not the case. It follows that [A] 	∈ PS(K).
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